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Abstract
Degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) laser spectroscopy was used in local
studies of atmospheric pressure argon plasma generated in a free-burning arc. The
results of plasma diagnostics using the DFWM method were compared to the
results obtained with optical emission measurements. In the cathode region of the
arc the maxima of both the DFWM signal and the emission coefficient for the
696.5 nm Ar I line depend on the distance from the cathode tip. This effect proves
the departure of the plasma state from local thermal equilibrium (LTE) as it has
been reported by many authors. On the other hand the Stark shifts of the 696.5 nm
Ar I line determined by the DFWM method in relation to plasma diagnostic results
show no deviations from LTE on the arc axis down to 1.0 mm from the cathode tip.

1. Introduction

Thermal plasmas produced in atmospheric pressure electric
arcs are widely used in industrial processes (Pfender 1999)
such as arc welding or plasma cutting. Although this type
of discharge has been studied for more than a century the
physical processes occurring there are not fully recognized.
The simplest model of the arc discharge is a dc arc burning
in a homonuclear gas. The local thermodynamic equilibrium
(LTE) plays a crucial role in modelling this type of plasma.
All plasma emission, absorption and transport coefficients for
a homonuclear plasma at constant pressure can be described
as functions of one parameter, namely the temperature. The
more the plasma deviates from LTE the more the number of
parameters necessary for its description, which makes plasma
diagnostics more and more complex.

Most investigations of LTE were made in atmospheric
pressure wall-stabilized argon plasma. Based on theoretical
(Drawin 1970, Griem 1963, Gomés 1983) and experimental

evidence (Uhlenbusch and Fischer 1971, Shumacker and
Popenoe 1972, Nubbemeyer 1976, Bacri et al 1976, Nick et al
1984) it is accepted that the minimum electron number density
necessary to establish LTE in such a plasma is 1022–1023 m−3.

Therefore, for the high current argon arc operated at
atmospheric and higher pressures, LTE is expected in the
whole discharge volume except for the edge regions (e.g. Cram
et al 1988) and thin transition layers near the electrodes. The
thickness of these transition layers is of the order of 100 µm
(e.g. Hsu et al 1983, Delalondre and Simonin 1990, Morrow
and Lowke 1993, Benilov 1997).

Nevertheless, despite electron number densities higher
than 1023 m−3 in the core of high-current, free-burning arcs,
departures from LTE were observed in many cases for the near
cathode zone in layers up to 3 mm away from the cathode.

For instance, Haddad and Farmer (1984) found an off-axis
maximum of radial distribution of emission coefficients for
the 696.5 nm Ar I and for the continuum emission at 553.5 nm
that decreases towards the cathode tip for argon arcs operated
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at pressures below 2 atm. In LTE plasmas at constant
pressure, this maximum (norm) intensity is reached for only
one temperature value—the norm temperature, and should be
identical for all plasma layers. Similar results were reported
by Pellerin et al (1992) for arcs operated in argon and by
Haidar and Farmer (1993) and Megy et al (1995) for arcs
operated in nitrogen. Furthermore, Pellerin et al (1992) and
Zhou and Heberlein (1998) found discrepancies between the
temperatures determined in the cathode region using separately
Ar I and Ar II lines. An extensive plasma diagnostics in the
neighbourhood of a cathode of argon arc was performed by
Pellerin et al (1994) and Pokrzywka et al (1996). From the
Olsen–Richter diagram they inferred that within the first few
millimeters from the cathode tip LTE conditions are satisfied
exclusively in the narrow cylinder of 0.5 mm diameter.

These deviations are explained by convective inward
transport of cold atoms resulting in considerable overpopula-
tion of the atomic ground state compared to its population in
LTE plasma (Haidar 1995, 1997, Pokrzywka et al 1996).

All investigations aforementioned were performed using
optical emission spectroscopy (OES). This method is
commonly used in plasma research due to its relatively
simple experimental set-up and non-intrusive nature. On the
other hand, OES does not allow for local measurements, but
measures the intensity integrated along a line of sight. In that
case local values of emission coefficient can be obtained only
for layers either homogeneous or with cylindrical symmetry
with the use of the Abel inversion transformation. The major
drawback of the Abel transformation is an error accumulation
towards the arc axis which can make the results at the
arc axis very uncertain even in the case of a symmetrical
plasma column. This effect especially concerns layers with
the temperature on the axis being higher than the norm
temperature of the investigated line. The uncertainty grows in
an uncontrollable way in the case of even slightly asymmetrical
columns.

Application of the OES to study the vicinity of the cathode
in the free-burning arc is particularly questionable. That is
because plasma symmetry strongly depends on the position of
the cathode spot on the electrode surface which is difficult to
control and can be subject to frequent variations (Pokrzywka
et al 1996, Zhou et al 1996).

The departures from LTE in the cathode region call for
a supplementary experimental confirmation by some other
method, alternative to OES and with reasonable spatial
resolution.

Laser-based diagnostic techniques offer significant
advantages over OES when applied to many media. However,
the application of laser induced fluorescence, laser collision
induced fluorescence or saturation spectroscopy to investigate
dense plasmas with high spatial and temporal resolution is very
difficult or almost impossible because of the relatively high
elastic and inelastic collision rates and high photon emission of
the plasma. The signal to be detected would be destroyed either
by velocity changing collisions or by the non-radiative decay
of the excited atoms or would disappear in the background of
the strong plasma radiation.

Thomson or Rayleigh scattering methods, well established
in the field of Tokamak plasmas, are very questionable in
application to the high current arc plasmas. Due to the

small cross section for the Thomson scattering (σTh � 6.6 ×
10−25 cm2) the measurement of electron temperature from the
Thomson scattered signal requires high power pulsed lasers
which results in strong plasma disturbance due to electron
heating and subsequently leads to misinterpretation of the final
results. For instance, Snyder et al (1993), Bentley (1997) and
Tanaka and Ushio (1999) found large discrepancies between
the electron (Te) and heavy particle (Th) temperatures, of about
5000 K for the argon arc plasma. These discrepancies have
been recently explained by Murphy (2002, 2004) as a result of
incorrect extrapolation of the experimental data to zero laser
pulse energy in order to obtain the electron temperature free
from laser heating effects.

We report on investigations of argon plasma in a
free-burning arc using degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM)
laser spectroscopy. The measurements were performed at laser
wavelengths near 696.543 nm corresponding to the 4s0 [ 3

2 ]–
4p′ [ 1

2 ] Ar I transition. DFWM method, with high spatial and
temporal resolution, was used to obtain plasma temperature
and independently to measure the Stark shift of the 696.5 nm
Ar I line.

The plasma temperature was determined by means of the
method similar to the Larenz–Fowler–Milne method using
the relationship between DFWM signal intensity (I4) and
plasma parameters under assumption of LTE. Similarly, as
for emission coefficients, there exists the distinct maximum
(Imax

4 ) of the DFWM signal intensity at plasma temperature of
about 15 000 K. If the LTE conditions exist throughout the arc
the magnitude of this maximum should be independent of the
position within the arc.

The measurement of the Stark profile of spectral lines is
another method commonly used in thermal plasma diagnostics.
Since Stark parameters (width and shift) are independent of the
assumed plasma model they are ideal quantities to validate the
assumptions of theoretical plasma modelling.

We studied only the Stark shift because, unlike the
Stark width, under conditions of our experiment, it is free
from apparatus, Doppler and laser power effects. Moreover,
according to Griem (1974), there is a negligible dependence of
the Stark shift on electron temperature (T ) in the range from
10 000 to 20 000 K and none on ion microfields as reported by
Schinköth et al (2002). The latter makes the measured Stark
shift predominantly sensitive to variations of one quantity—
the electron density, and so it is very reliable for the verification
of plasma models.

The resonant nature of the DFWM, makes that the
laser power required in our experiment is about three orders
of magnitude lower than that required in typical Thomson
scattering experiments. So, unlike Thomson scattering, we
can consider DFWM as a non-intrusive method.

A brief description of the DFWM process and its
application to thermal plasma are presented in section 2. The
experimental set-up and procedures are described in section 3.
Section 4 presents the results of our investigations of the
cathodic zone of 1 atm argon plasma in the free-burning arc.
A summary and conclusions constitute section 5.

2. DFWM and its application in plasma studies

DFWM is a nonlinear optical process involving three laser
beams of frequency ω, which interact through the nonlinearity
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Figure 1. Geometric configuration of the PC-DFWM.

of a medium to generate a fourth, signal beam, at the same
frequency. We deal with DFWM in the backward phase-
conjugate (PC) geometry as is shown in figure 1. The probe
beam of intensity I3 crosses the two counter-propagating
(forward and backward) pump laser beams of intensities I1

and I2 at an angle θ . Such a configuration satisfies the phase-
matching relations for all angles θ and causes the spatial
resolution of the method to be limited only by the dimensions
of the laser beams. The signal beam (I4), phase-conjugated
to the probe beam, is highly collimated and so can be readily
differentiated from most of the plasma radiation background.
Furthermore, the influence of the doppler effect on the
DFWM line profile is significantly reduced because only atoms
resonantly interacting with all laser beams contribute to the
signal.

The standard theory of DFWM in absorbing, homoge-
neously broadened two-level systems has been presented by
Abrams and Lind (1978). The analysis uses a perturbation
theory approach restricted to the case of a weak, non-
saturating, probe beam. Recently, Bratfalean et al (1999)
have presented the DFWM model for the more general case
with all laser beams of arbitrary intensities. In the limit of
low laser intensities and for laser beams of equal intensities
(I1,2,3 = I � Isat) it reproduces the solution of Abrams and
Lind model and the signal intensity is approximated by

I4 = C(µ12�N0)
2

(
�

γ

)
L3(δ)

(
I

Isat

)3

. (1)

We denote by Isat = ε0ch
2γ�/2µ2

12 the saturation intensity
and by µ12 the dipole moment of the considered transition.
�N0 is the population number difference between energy
levels of the system and C includes all physical constants.
The decay rates γ and �, respectively of coherence and average
population of the system are expressed, in the case of a medium
dominated by electron collisions, as

γ = ne

2
(k1(T ) + k2(T ) + kel(T )), (2)

� = ne

2

k1(T )k2(T )

k1(T ) + k2(T )
. (3)

The temperature dependent rate coefficients, kj (T ) and kel(T ),
represent the electron velocity averaged cross sections for
electron depopulation of level j (j = 1, 2) and for elastic
electron collisions, respectively, and ne is the electron number

.

.

.

.

.

.
. . . . .

Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the DFWM signal intensity
for high laser intensity limit with p = 0.3 (��), p = 0.4 ( ) and
p = 0.5 (◦). Calculations are performed for the 696.5 nm Ar I line
and for atmospheric argon arc plasma in LTE.

density. L(δ) = 1/(1 + δ2) stands for a Lorentzian profile with
a dimensionless laser detuning δ = (ω12−d−ω)/w, where ω12

is the resonance frequency of the unperturbed atomic system,
w is a line width due to all homogenous broadening effects and
d is the line shift.

The details concerning the PC-DFWM model as applied to
thermal plasma and to the case in which both pump and probe
laser beams can be of arbitrary intensity has been presented by
Dzierżȩga et al (2003) and in the PhD thesis of Bratasz (2002).

The DFWM signal intensity at high laser intensity limit
(I1,2,3 = I � Isat) and at the resonance frequency (δ = 0) was
determined semi-empirically and can be expressed as:

I4(δ = 0) = C (µ12�N0)
2

(
�

γ

) (
I

Isat

)−p

. (4)

The index p depends on the temporal and spatial shape of
the laser pulse and overlap of the incident laser beams in the
interaction volume.

Substituting equations (2) and (3) into equation (4) one
obtains I4 as a function of plasma parameters, ne and T :

I4 = C

(
ε0ch

2

8µ12

)p

�N2
0 n2p

e Q(T )I−p, (5)

where

Q(T ) =
(

k1k2

k1 + k2

)1+p

(k1 + k2 + kel)
−1+p. (6)

The intensity of the DFWM signal can thus be calculated for
given plasma conditions. In our case, �N0 and ne (functional
dependence on T ) were determined assuming atmospheric-
pressure argon plasma in the LTE. The depopulation rate
coefficients, kn(T ) for the involved Ar I levels have been
calculated by Pokrzywka (2002).

For our experimental conditions, the DFWM signal
intensity I4 was calculated with p = 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 and
is graphically presented in figure 2 as a function of the plasma
temperature. As one can observe, the dependence of the
I4(T ) function on the p index is not very pronounced and
thus the plasma temperature as deduced from the DFWM
signal intensity has only a small uncertainty (below 100 K).
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Figure 3. Scheme of the plasma arc generator.

The wave-mixing intensity has a local maximum (I4
max) at the

plasma temperature of about 15 000 K and so the LFM method
can be used for temperature determination as in the case of
emission coefficients.

The case of high laser intensities is important in many
experimental situations. This concerns experiments where
trace species are being detected or, as in our case, where
the small volume of medium is being probed. To obtain
an appropriate signal-to-noise ratio intensities of both pump
and probe beams must be equal or exceed the saturation
intensity. There are also some other reasons to use high
laser intensities for the determination of plasma temperature
despite the lack of a simple theoretical description: (1) the
PC-DFWM signal is strong and, therefore, the sensitivity of
the method is higher, (2) the signal dependence on the laser
intensity is much weaker which results in smaller uncertainties
due to possible laser intensity fluctuations, and (3) due to the
large power broadening (larger than the expected Stark shift
of the investigated line) the PC-DFWM signals measured at a
given laser frequency and for different plasma regions can be
directly compared without corrections for the Stark shift of the
spectral line.

3. Experimental arrangement and measurement
procedure

All details concerning the experimental arrangement can be
found in papers by Dzierżȩga et al (2002) and Pokrzywka et al
(1996).

The scheme of the plasma source is presented in figure 3.
In general, arc discharge was generated from a conical cathode
tip (cone angle of 60˚) made of a 2-mm-diameter, thoriated
(2%) tungsten rod. The cathode was surrounded by a
water-cooled nozzle. The working gas flowed past the tip and
a great part of it entered the plasma column. The upper part
of the arc consisted of two copper discs with a 5 mm channel
diameter. The first disc served to improve the arc stability
while the second disc was used as an anode. The distance
between the cathode tip and the first disc was equal to 9 mm.
The arc was operated in pure argon (99.995%) with a flow rate
of 4 l min−1 and the arc current was set to 100 A.

The experimental set-up is shown in figure 4. A tunable
dye laser was pumped by the second harmonic of a Nd : YAG
laser with 10 Hz repetition rate. The dye laser produced 8 ns
pulses of up to 10 mJ energy with a spectral bandwidth of less
than 0.03 cm−1. The output beam of the dye laser was split
into three laser beams of equal intensities with the backward
pump beam polarized perpendicularly to the other two beams.
The 500 mm focal length lenses (L1) were used to focus the
laser beams at the plasma symmetry axis with a waist diameter
less than 100 µm. Two counter-propagating pump beams
intersecting with the probe beam at an angle of 300 mrad
determined the spatial resolution of the measurements to be
at least 100 µm longitudinally and 200 µm transversally. The
generated PC-DFWM signal propagated backwards along the
probe beam path. A polarizing beam splitter cube (PBS3)
separated the signal beam from the probe beam reflections.
The prism monochromator discriminated the signal from
the background of plasma light. The signal detection was
performed with a fast photomultiplier placed behind the exit
slit of the monochromator and directly connected to a digital
oscilloscope. The dye laser wavelength was calibrated with
an argon hollow cathode (HC) lamp using an optogalvanic
detection system. Signals were averaged over 25 to 100 laser
shots and then integrated over the time gate of 30 ns.

In parallel to the DFWM measurements we registered
the plasma radiation propagating along the probe beam
path. This radiation was focused by a concave mirror
(CM) on to the entrance slit of a spectrometer (0.2 nm mm−1

reciprocal dispersion) and then it was registered by an optical
multichannel analyser (OMA). This part of the experimental
set-up was used for the emission spectroscopy of plasma as
described for instance by Pellerin et al (1994). The plasma
region to be studied was set by translation of the plasma table
using the XYZ translation system.

4. Results

4.1. Measurements of the DFWM signal intensity as a
function of laser intensity

Figure 5 shows plot of the DFWM signal intensity against the
laser intensity. These measurements were performed at the arc
axis, 3 mm from the cathode tip with the laser frequency, tuned
to the resonance frequency, i.e.ω = ω12−d. In its low intensity
limit (I < 109 W m−2) the DFWM signal intensity grows as a
third power of the laser intensity, saturates at I ≈ 1011 W m−2

and then decreases. The latter, we call the high laser intensity
limit. The fitted value of the p index, according to equation (4),
equals 0.40 ± 0.05 and it was used in further calculations of
the relationship between the DFWM signal intensity and the
plasma temperature (see figure 2).

4.2. Measurements of spatial distributions of the DFWM
signal intensity

For diagnostics purposes the measurements were performed
with the laser intensity set to about 2 × 1011 W m−2 in a single
laser beam which satisfied the conditions of the high laser
intensity limit. To account for the Stark shift in the plasma the
dye laser wavelength was tuned to 0.75 cm−1 towards red with
respect to the resonance wavelength of the 696.5 nm Ar I line.
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Figure 4. Experimental set-up. PBS3: polarizing beam splitter cube, WP: λ/2 waveplate, HC: hollow cathode discharge lamp,
OG: optogalvanic device.

/

Figure 5. Saturation curve obtained at the arc axis, 3 mm from the
cathode tip. ◦: experimental data, ——: the best linear fit with
p = 0.40(5) according to equation (5).

Figure 6 shows the measured DFWM signal intensity plotted
against the distance from the cathode tip, along the arc axis.
This axial distribution reveals a maximum at about 3.0 mm
from the cathode, which we consider as Imax

4 . Assuming
LTE all along the plasma axis, the plasma temperature and
subsequently the electron number density were calculated
using equation (5) and the results are also presented in figure 6.
The plasma temperature decreases from about 19 000 K close
to the cathode tip to 13 000 K in the vicinity of the stabilizing
disk of the arc.

The cathode region of our plasma was investigated
by measuring the horizontal (perpendicular to the arc
axis) distributions of the DFWM signal intensity. The
measurements were performed for plasma layers at distances
0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 5.0 mm away from the cathode tip
and the results are shown in figures 7(a)–(e), respectively.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Figure 6. Results of plasma diagnostics using DFWM method.◦: I4, ��: T and : ne.

All data are normalized to the maximum value of the axial
distribution presented in figure 6. The off-axis maxima of the
signal decreases as the measurement point moves towards the
cathode at distances below 3.0 mm. This effect is attributed
to departures of the plasma state from the LTE in the cathode
region as it was already observed by many authors using OES.

The possible influence of the laser intensity on the
plasma state was verified by recording the spatial distributions
of the DFWM signal intensity at different laser intensities
above the high laser intensity limit. As no laser power influence
on the shape of this distribution was observed we consider the
state of our plasma to be undisturbed by the laser power.

4.3. Measurements of Stark shifts of the 696.543 nm Ar I line
using DFWM

Our measurements described above show departures of the
plasma state from LTE in the plasma layers up to 3.0 mm away
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Figure 7. Horizontal distributions of the DFWM signal intensity determined at layers 0.5 mm (a), 1.0 mm (b), 2.0 mm (c), 3.0 mm (d) and
5.0 mm (e) away from the cathode tip.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. DFWM spectral profiles determined at low laser
intensities at distances of 2.5 mm (a) and 7.0 mm (b) away from the
cathode tip on the arc axis. The determined Stark shifts amount to
−1.34(1) cm−1 and −0.67(1) cm−1, respectively. •: experimental
DFWM signal intensity, ——: theoretical DFWM spectral profile
fitted according to equation (1), - - - -: calibration signal intensity
from the HC discharge.

from the cathode, off the arc axis. Verification of the plasma
state on the arc axis requires another independent quantity to
be measured with reasonable spatial resolution. This quantity
can also be determined using the DFWM method but in the
low laser intensity limit. The DFWM method enables the
determination of the Stark shift of the 696.5 nm Ar I line, which
can be used as an independent parameter for the validation of
the equilibrium state of plasma.

The measurements of the DFWM spectral profiles were
carried out at low laser intensities (below 109 W m−2) at
different positions along the arc axis. The DFWM spectrum
was recorded simultaneously along with the reference
spectrum from the HC and then it was fitted with the Lorentzian
to the third power according to equation (1). The Stark
shift (d) was determined as the difference between the fitted
resonance frequency and the frequency of the maximum of
the HC spectrum. The obtained uncertainty was 0.01 cm−1.
Figures 8(a) and (b) show some typical spectra registered on the
arc axis 2.5 mm (a) and 7.0 mm (b) away from the cathode tip.
The full and dotted lines represent the fitted profile and the HC
spectrum, respectively. The Stark shifts were then normalized
to the electron density obtained from the axial distribution of
the DFWM signal intensity. Figure 9 shows the normalized
Stark shift (dN ) plotted against the distance from the cathode
tip. As there is no significant dependence of dN on the distance
from the cathode except for the last point close to the stabilizing

.

.

.

.

.

.

Figure 9. Stark shifts (dN ) normalized to electron number density
ne = 1023 m−3 for different distances from the cathode tip. All
measurements are performed on the arc axis.

disc, we conclude that there is no departure of the plasma state
from LTE on the arc axis for the bulk of plasma.

4.4. Comparison of results from OES and DFWM

A separate experiment was carried out to compare the plasma
diagnostics results obtained using OES and DFWM methods.
The DFWM measurements were performed as described in
section 4.2, before and after the OES measurements. The
OES studies of the arc column were performed similarly
as described in Pellerin et al (1994) and Pokrzywka et al
(1996). The plasma layers at different distances from the
cathode tip were observed side-on. The radially integrated
horizontal profiles of the 696.5 nm Ar I and the 480.6 nm Ar II

line intensities were measured. Then, they were Abel inverted
and spectrally integrated yielding radial distributions of the
total emission coefficients of these lines. Figure 10 shows
the Olsen–Richter diagram determined from the intensities
of these two lines. The dashed curve with full circles
denotes conditions of LTE while the other lines correspond
to the experimental results for the investigated plasma layers.
The radial distance between consecutive points at each
layer is 250 µm.

Based on the Olsen–Richter diagram we infer that our
plasma is in the LTE state only in the regions close to the
arc axis within a radius of about 0.5–1.0 mm. It should be
also noticed, that in the layer close to the first stabilizing disc
plasma does not reach LTE state at any point what is consistent
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Figure 10. Olsen–Richter diagram for the 480.6 nm Ar II and the
696.5 nm Ar I lines determined for plasma layers 0.7 mm (◦),
1.1 mm (��), 2.2 mm (♦), 4.7 mm (	) and 6.7 mm (
) above the
cathode tip. Dashed line corresponds to the case of the
atmospheric-pressure argon plasma in LTE where electron
temperature is marked every 1000 K by full circles.

.

.

.

.

.

Figure 11. Comparison of the plasma temperature on the arc axis
obtained using DFWM ( ) and OES (◦) methods.

with the conclusion derived from the measurements of Stark
shifts (see figure 9).

Figure 11 presents the plot of plasma temperature along
the arc axis as obtained using DFWM and OES methods. This
direct comparison shows that both methods give consistent
results within the uncertainty limits. Yet, it needs to be
emphasized that, unlike OES, DFWM does not require many
measurements and numerical calculations in order to give the
spatial distribution of the studied quantity, which is especially
important if one is only interested in axial distributions of
plasma parameters.

Figure 12 presents the radial distributions of the emission
coefficient of the 696.5 nm Ar I line and horizontal distributions
of the DFWM signal intensity for different plasma layers.
Both measurements are consistent in showing the off-axis
maxima to depend on the distance from the cathode tip.
The significantly different widths of these distributions result
from different dependence of signal intensities on plasma
parameters. The emission coefficient is directly proportional
to the population of the upper level while the DFWM signal

.

.

.

.

.

.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Horizontal distributions of the DFWM signal
intensity (a) and radial distribution of the emission coefficient (b) of
the 696.5 nm Ar I line. DFWM measurements were performed for
the plasma layers 0.5 mm (•), 1.0 mm ( ), 2.0 mm (�), 4.0 mm (�),
5.5 mm (�) and 7.0 mm (�) away from the cathode tip. For OES
measurements, the layers are denoted as in figure 10.

intensity scales as �N2
0 . The latter makes the DFWM method

much more sensitive to variations of plasma parameters with
respect to OES method.

5. Summary and conclusions

We studied the thermodynamic equilibrium condition in
the atmospheric pressure argon arc plasma simultaneously
by DFWM and OES methods. The electron number
density determined from the Stark shift of the 696.5 nm
Ar I line using DFWM in its low laser intensity limit
was compared to the electron density obtained from the
Larenz–Fawler–Milne diagram made for the DFWM signal
intensity in its high laser intensity limit. The comparison of the
electron densities obtained with LTE-independent (Stark shift)
and LTE-dependent (Larenz–Fawler–Milne diagram) DFWM
methods shows our plasma to be in LTE on the arc axis.
The same conclusion was independently drawn from the OES
measurements (Olsen–Richter diagram). Moreover, the axial
distribution of plasma temperature derived from the Olsen–
Richter graph obtained using OES measurements is in very
good agreement with the temperature distribution obtained
with DFWM method. Both methods show that although
electron densities are higher than 1023 m−3 in layers close to
the cathode our plasma is not in LTE, while for layers with
h > 2 mm LTE is established for ne > 5 × 1022 m−3

The latter is in good agreement with predictions of
standard criteria (Griem 1963 and Drawin 1970).
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